NSF Haptic Project Meeting Agenda (9/2)

Attendees: Clamann, Gil, Jeon, Kaber, Lee, Ma, Qin, Tupler, Yu, Zhu

Agenda

1. Full experiment schedule with university students
   a. (Biwen) Update experimenter instructions (by 9/7)
   b. (All) Copies of subject packet (9/7)
   c. (Gil, Michael) start recruiting (9/5)
   d. (All) Pilot test (9/7 ~ 9/9)
   e. (All) Start experiment #1 (9/12)

2. Tasking for the experiment:
   a. Michael & Gil
      i. Recruiting & Scheduling
      ii. Updating website
   b. Zeno & Janet
      i. Responsible for Pre- and Post-testing portion of the experiment
      ii. Caesar will be responsible for this portion.
         1. Please learn how to do this session.
   c. Biwen & Caesar
      i. Responsible for therapy session of the experiment
      ii. Linus will be responsible for this portion.
         1. Please learn how to do this session.
   d. Michael & Gil & Linus
      i. Backup for the experiment

3. Demonstrations with new augmented VR features (D475)
   a. Grab by touch with rolling blocks.
   b. Grab by button click (toggling) with rolling blocks.
   c. Grab by button click and release by touch a table with rolling blocks.
   d. Highlighted grid on the block when clicking stimulus figure.

4. Discuss the results of the usability test.